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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking
number will be provided after the shipment.Pages Number: 235 Publisher: Tsinghua University
Press Pub. Date :2007-01. Yan Wei-Min Wu Weimin edited this topic Set the data structure (C
language version) (Tsinghua University Press. published in 1997) support. and practical exercises
are arranged in order according to the same content. and a lot of exercises involving textbook
content or algorithms. From the knowledge attainment. the data structure exercises usually can be
divided into three categories: basic knowledge questions. practice questions and comprehensive
algorithm design problems. The main problem is to check the basics of the concept of knowledge.
memory and understanding. generally as a student self-test questions. The purpose of algorithm
design problem is a simple way to practice the application of principles. most require some sort of
data storage structure to achieve an operation. the data structure of the basic training. constitute
the main body of homework. Comprehensive training in practical problems is the integrated
application of knowledge and software development capabilities. mainly for specific applications.
selection. design and implementation of abstract data type (ADT) of reusable modules. and as a
basis for developing small...
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This ebook may be worth purchasing. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and useful. You will not truly feel monotony at whenever you want
of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Idella Halvorson-- Idella Halvorson

This is an amazing book that I actually have actually read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not truly feel
monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Scottie Schroeder DDS-- Scottie Schroeder DDS
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